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-4 b s ~  ract 
l'hc 21m of this pape: 1s to  ?ddrccs the  r e q u i ~ e ~ ~ ~ c n t s  for e ~ ~ c t r o n i c  sliopping S J S  
t t r ! ~ .  i agcj-scale con~pcter! i rd clt-rtronjc cl-ropl.~rig :>sIe:il; need t o  actommodarc 
both ( h i  a larpe nurnllt-I of  locu curt:. niaiiy of ivhici! are cioce :uLrtitutes. and ( b ~  
hrieropeneous body of cucionielc ivho naxe complex. multidlrnens~onal-and perhap< 
r hpidly chang~ng-preierer~cps regal ding t he  p~ oducts ior sale in tile system. Fur t~ ie l  . 
t1ie.e svstems will have t o  he designed I D  a manner so as t o  both ( c )  reduce t he  con, 
pic xlt! of t he  shopplng probirm i:om t h e  cuct omer's point of vic.xt. and  (d)  effecti\,ei\ 
 rid insightfully match procucrc ro t u c l o m e ~ s '  need: \It sl>oxv lio\v an  abstract101 
l i ~ ~ r a r c i l ~  wit11 an imposed d~c:;lrice r r i t t~ i c  pioxides the rierecsary elements t o  in: 
pic~rient t he  desiled feat i i~c:  1 uirl~e!.  \ke i n d ~ c a t e  irow tile 61~tar rce  metric. in ti>( 
t ontext of tlie abs t i a c t~on  I I I ~ I Z I C ~ ! .  can be iriteipretrd as a unid~mensionai  utillt) 
f u ~ i c t ~ o i ~ .  Finally. xse e-itend tilt siiigle dimens~onal  (single perspective) treatment 
i o  ~ i ~ i ~ l t ~ p l e  d in i n s~o r i~ .  or pcTa,t t i z t  c-5. and sllnxi Iroiv t l ~ e  ri-cult~ng r e p r e s e n i a t ~ o ~ ,  
( a n  I,e ~n t e rp i e i ed  ac a mi~l t ia i t r  i i i l i t p  iitility f u n c t l o ~ ~  1'1e a ipue  t h a t  t he  r e su l t i i , ~  
fr:nclion 1s plausible ~ n d .  inocl inijlol tailti!.. testabic 
K eyxvord:: decision ana l : .~~s .  dr-c:s~on suppor t  s\-s1en-1~. elect1 o n ~ c  shopp ing .  p r  e!?i ~ r ~ c c  
model i i~g.  u ~ e r  interfaces. utillt!. tlieoi.~.. n - ~ u l t i a t t s i b u t e  utility t!lr-or! 
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'I-ecilnlcal d e v e l o p n ~ c n ~ ~  i,nc rcoilomic forcr-c L I  t- r\ olx 1 1 1 ~  111 a d~rec t lon  favor ~n,o co~i iput  er- 
and  C O I I I ~ I U T I I C ~ : I C ~ : I ' -  ! , ~ i ~ e c  ce: \ ices iol j~ur ci~nL;;ii ,ct~\ , i t iez.  either b\ tonsumer 5 or b! 
DuFlnesses. On trle r ~ C ~ I : I I (  a! side. pc! sonai conli>;ii tr F ar!d works:atiori: contiriue t o  Lecor~it  
iIlcire jmwerfu;. ~ J I U  i o  J I A \  c 1 1 1 ~ 1  (%siligi! S O P ~ I ! S I  ( h i  P C  <oft Male: C O l ' l i l n ~ ! i i c i i l ~ ~ ~ ~  llet\?'oriC~ 
C O I ~ ~ I I J L I ~  t o  p~ol i ier  a i  t. n:id t11r inf: ;.;.ti u c l u i r  to  + I I P I > U ~  I f j~en ; - inc lud~~ipf ibe~  u i~ t i c s  t 1  anz- 
1 n : ~ ~ l o n  ihcilitlt3r a J ~ c  ~ ! ( " i \ ' i ~ ! k  CCI\.ICCC S U C I ,  a c  !>I)\\ -coni:nues to ttp oexeiopc-d at a rapid 
;)i,(c O n  t h e  e ~ ~ ~ , o ~ : i ~ r  siar.  ~ ~ i l i ~ u t i l l f  ?] a COil : I !? l : I : iCbi lOIl~ con t l~ lue  ro becon?e cheaper: 
t lnIe and IaLor c o n t ~ r i a c  t o Letonje n l o ~ e  rsj,er?L7\ t :  rnar'hets con t in l~e  i o  expand both  in 
t f lc  variety of p i n d ~ i c l c  ofieled h11d the  Ichci1 oi t i i t  coixpanies offeilng th("e p ~ ~ i d u c t r .  VIZ .  
24-I~our ,  worldwide t ~ a d ~ n g  of secur i t~es :  and g l o b a i ~ z a t ~ o n  of commerce c o n t ~ n u e s  t o  accel- 
1-1 e t e  \Yhile tile aao;>tlori and e l  eniuai  jm!>ncI of eic-c;r onic shopping :>.sipI1js :F uncertain.  
11 1s crucial at t f i ~  <:ape i o  ;n \es t lgate  tile t r l e o r ~  ,!id design principles for supportiilg such 
systems.  
In t h e  p r e m i c e  of i d i g '  a a ~ a t ~ a k e c  of plctailrr- ~ . g  . J.C. Penney's. Land's  End 's  or  L.L 
bean ' s  catalog>. c115t onlr.~: need guid;lncc a11t i c e  while shopp~rig 34oreoier. if we 
concider t h e  ~vlioif- co1:sumei mall\etpince ;lk n i i  fi!riia for electlonic t r a r l c~c t ions .  \te soon 
~11co1111ter c o m p i e ~ ~ t ~ c ~ s  111 qc ai clilng thi ougii ~ I I C J ~  ;; \a<: information s13i,( e. Tile a b i l ~ t y  to 
support  seal ch in t n e v  ,;li pe info] ;mat ]on 'I;i;.,qp. will 11ax e a significant Impact on the  success 
of electronic sl)oppln,o s\.s:ern: 
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scr t-CII af:e; screen of p~oduc i  ac..crlp:lorl:. i: eood s\.Str'In ivil;  pihy tile role of a gooc 
Fa]ezijc; con LJ uridem.star!d~n~ n ],a1 t iic cusloiller is 1ookj:ip ioi , :entt;mbering 1115 or ! ~ c :  
I)eT<C]jal i):efi'~e:,cec and n?ak:r,~ ~jJ13ro]x!hle sugptst~or!$ 11, hddjtioi,. a S!.Slell? Siic~cj(' 
ieprr sent t l ~ r  ~e l ie r ' ?  i ~ ~ l e r e s t c  1): o!?t,~ir~g prof~tz l~ le  item> 
Our &In? i l l  till: J ~ i i j i t ' l  IS I 0  J3lOj)c C P  l ; ? i :~~e~ l~ f~ r : : a t~on  ]illll~ip~t'c :CI < u c ~ ,  ii SClltSpt?'.~O7? ?\SieIl, 
\Ie scgrc ci  ,lc~;l: ;~riificial ~nieli,:ie~,i P t t-ciljlic>Ut2< t o  ac l i~r \  P ti!<- c i  <l i ra  recults Our \so1 i 
extends I,et ;ir!d \Z.jdin~) cr's j9i iC'( P "  CI: iICII3F a g~ apil reprrqer?:ation t o  guide the sc arc1 
procc-" \it ::sc rnultiple gr bpi,< i o 1 el': wen t  cliiie; ent cciii r i l  j~e: :;)ecti-\ es. h401 ?o\ e l .  uf 
proliocc a;, cilpeb7a of g ~ - n p / i ~ <  t1,:r Slijjljoric tile c o m h ~ l ~ a t ~ o r ~  of \211011s search dlmencron~ 
1-01 <->;;ii~iplc. r; 'hopper siiorrlc! I J C  ;ilio.i\cd to sealcji 1 1 ~ 1  G I I ~ \ .  101 a pair of pant? ( t y l ~ c  
of clothing jie~spectjve). but ~!ioilId a ~ c o  be able t o  specify that <he wants it blue icoio; 
pe:sj)ectr\er and light in  ~ ~ e i ~ h t  fol t i l t -  > c m r ~ ~ e l  (ceacor~ pc r s j~ t ' ~ i ! \ e ) .  Further, \ve r;ic abjc 
to  rnierp!et our repie~enlatiori  ;;I, (31i(~diilg of a n ? u l t ~ a t l i ~ i , i i l ~  ltilrty function / w e  $s 
This peimltc tile t i i~oret ical  ap].cii;'tI1~ of u t j l~ t !~  theo;~.  ro be 1,loupht into play in order 1 c  
~ a l i d a i r  ail! p i ; ~ i ~ ~ l l I a l .   epl ese~;: i;llo:: In h ell a]?pl~catlo!, 
\'\-c elqci dtai \:.it11 in.0 ljneic l ~ ~ o l , ! e i ~ ~ ~  .~ri:.pliis arid c ' / i 0 ~ 1 ~ 9 r  ,C~i?-;~lu:: O C C U I S  \v i r t r3  t i i t  
( i i~ tor12~1 I C ~ I I F ' ~  a Yiigue icqiiect I f .  iol example. she asks ior a i>all of pants. tile svsten, 
]:a. t o  n;.:i~o\v down the  sca~cl l  >ci tnat 11 can come up wit11 a good c;:ndidate. Tn order to  
do this I r  might take into account otlier irlfoi-nlation sucli ae co?i. Fcason. color preierer~ce:. 
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tf le sex of the person that J v i l i  c ~ c  I: .  i,nc co foi.tl.. $ i l c ; 7 - 1 a ~ f  occur? when a requect I.  
1 
:.sued ioi a!; I I ~ I I :  ~ ~ l i i c h  is no; h \ % l , i , i l ! ( .  s ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ q e  t j ia t  h i;sto~l!e! hcks for itern r1r!rntie7 
j cp  275-1790 C--a ],air of pc;ntL --tl.;;;i I <  c l l r l c  rltl> olli of S i O C h  Tlic s F t e m  ~fiould ofie- 
i; r i  i,cor:al;ic C ~ i ' ~ t l i l l l <  TI]:' GI \ ,. i i h ! ?  C! !;h!ltS oi $ l ? l ^ i i : i , ~  t^GJOi. Cost-1 aIlge. fashlo; 
catepo'y. ~ n d  50 or, 
Tljere I ?  h ~Icl i  and  Lioacl r a ~ ~ ; c t -  01 I - I I ( - C  1 0  i)e take]) i ; ? t i i  n c i ( i u i i ?  n.iien des~grl~rif anc 
det eioplrlp .\ .:em? lo ~ u p p o :  1 etf-c:l oii!c ~Iiopprng T I I ~ . J ~  i , lr  li,ar hetlrlg issue>. s\ $ten 
~ s s u c ~  2nd ~t raregrc ]:sue:. l r i  1111: j i n i > t ' ~ .  GIII  c oncer 11 r C  1vlt11 tile ;~lobiern of u jza i  ~rlfoi 
mat iori ~ l ~ o u l d  be 131 t sented 16 eject, uiijc C I I O I J J , ~ ~ S .  I atlicr ti,a~: xvith lioul that inloirr~ai~or 
is ~ , ~ ~ ~ e l l i ~ d  ( : . e .  cont eiit r attit.: l l ~ ; 7 3 ,  I V I  11331. I Tilinkr11g 111 1t.i  1125 of Clt'cisio~~ support s \  
terns (I?SS 8 .  ocr focus is on t i l t  r ~ l o h ~ i  ;I: q~ioci-riiig aricl t i l o  krio\v!ed,ne subsystem!: ioi a1 
electronrc shopping DSS 
The rer-na~naei of tile papel I. O!fci!,,rfdG i.. folio\vs. M'e i ' e ~ i n .  11; $2 b~ discu.sing e l e c t ~ o n ~ ~  
Iiorne qer t lcec hnd fclctors i e i e \ ~ ~ ~ t  to I lier~ ncceptarice. In  $3 \z e contrnue with a discc~>ioi  
of 14ce and \'\'idme\er.'s work. nI , ic i i  erlcoiI:iii.c.e< only a srngie ?;e:sveci~ve (single attrihutc 
unjdrlner:~~or,al~ c a v .  In 93 lie e~te i l t l  tI11. iii.:13?e\;iolk 1) cIa!iurating upon its bas;< c a r c  
xtructuic s5 eu:end: our tleat~iiei,: of tiir pi ob len~  to the 1m1:Itipie pelspective cacr I\# 
sl-io~v. in 56. that tile shortage. c;. \\el! a s  tlle qurplus, l,robie~~! call be handled In essentiall~ 
the  sarlie mbrir!er under oui repiecentat~ori scl1eme. and in $7 Ize d~scuss  how l e a ~ n ~ n g  and 
jdiosyncr atic prefei erices can be ~ricor 110i ated into our pro~~toqed s> stem. \?je demonstr atc 
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in 5s. I-ioiv t h e  n-it ;lCurt oi ~~re ie : t - ;~ce  i te  i i a \ r  c ~ e d  ti!~oc,riiout i: an  irnpilcit u:ilit\, Iu13ctior~ 
and \ \ e  presenr cer ; i . l i i  f c  A I U I P C  of 1111s funct io~. .  i\.illcl! could t e  u ~ e d  In aeLe1opir.p a \xiid 
~ e ~ ~ r < ~ q e n ~ a t i o n .  14.e ( o n c l ~ ~ d e  ~n 
. - 
!I: 1092. t h e  yrni-oip1 ?:,~:J,CI : foitcasted I C  ; , c c o ~ : ~ :  for 5'700 m i l i ~ o n  111 ;mrr;ue: /11] 
\'ideorex is "tlic dei:\ e: of eieci: cnic inior n;&t?tiii t o  t i j i-  corisurrler market  16 ' PI o d ~ g ~  
bnd C O I ~ ~ U S ~ I X F  a le  t j ~ e  t\\.o ijest Lnon'n ~ i u r o i i  \ q: cle~mc :n t h e  U n ~ t e d  Statr,c hllnitel'c 
siiCCfr5 in France 11cc i ~ ~ e i ,  a t t i ihuted in pa1.r 1 0  t ~ i e  eo\c-rr~ment's b a c k ~ n g .  111ci11ded In 
thel r  services such ;;c stock pilces. ti  avel lnfor m a t ~ o n .  special~zed news. these s?.stems offer 
\;lrlous kinds of eiectrorl~c c l lopp~ng :el,\,ice: 4. \,iaeotex systems expand their customer 
Lake. t h e  denland io: electrorlic sl~oj~pin: ,  n i l 1  1licItn.c Of the  85 million hor~qel!olds in the  
C.S.. 25 million h a l e  a p e i ~ o n a l  cornpute l  16 .4ltliougI~ only a small  fractlori of these- 
1.5 million- actuall) cr!'t,qcr-i't~e l o  online sen-lei-5 the  giowth potential  for this !ndustry is 
fabulous.  
Altllough videorex \\ c.,s i i~it ial i \ .  pionounced a i a i l u ~  e [! Oj. a nlimber of lessons lea1 r:ed from 
t11e early experience guides the  deplo~.ment  of new kel,\.ices. O n e  of t h e  liey iescons 1s that  
'.infor mation content cleter mines the  succecs oi 2 ser\.ice [5]." T h e  sys tems will be successful 
as  long as they deli\-el iniolmation in cheapei and less expensive ways than  tllose otherwise 
-, 
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exai1ab;e. For inst aiic t. coriL;3ine:< 11 i l l  not pa \  a piei~~ji i rn for infoririat~on (market lir~ce:. 
erlt ert a ~ n m e n t  l i s i j i ;~>.  er c. 1 t !,at IS  a\.ailable 11, i i p ~ z  sj;;i;,i I 5 .  -4 second lesson ind~cales  that 
tile sysienls shoujd i)e e n i e r ~ ~ i n ~ n g  a d casy- Io-~!v .  011e of the causes for Rlinitel's success 
15 11s 15 ehsy t o  use ~iiterihce 15; \.ideatex F:, ~ i c l - i ? .  sliould not require s;_teciai equipment. 
Since customers re>ent t > . j ~ i &  up i~o~:sehold ec!liipintan: ~ u c h  as the Ti ' ,  ~t make. sense to 
J:<e the existing bake of pc~\oi;ai computers lo  drli\er the service. 
r ability t o  provide continually updated. curlent information 
e potential for subst a~ltjally lot~eiing s1~opjje1.s' t i  anzaction costs 13. 15. 16j.  including 
both the costs aqsoc~ated slrnply wit11 O I . ~ ~ I I I I ~  and ~nvoicing. and the costs aqsoc~a~ed  
with searcllin~ anlong ofierings in a n~ai.i,er 
r opportunities in the irnplen~ent ation of ne\s mal.keting strategies (ad\  ertisements can 
be done via the system) ancl i11 measuring t h e ~ r  efiects. 
I t  1s important t o  entice customers so that tiley p~e fe r  shopping electronic all^ to doing 
i t  in stores or by telephone. Since friendly tlainecl telephone operators can offer help 
and guidance. the elect~onic s!.stem should offel comparable services. In this paper we 
propose the use of ~ntelligent sealch ~nec l~anisms to p~ov ide  the electronic equivalent of a 
friendly salesman. \\-I10 guides and advises crlstonlers based on his own experience and on 
the  preferences expl essed by the customers. 
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Our p u r p o x  i11 this section is to  1e1 leu earilel work on this subject by Lee and 'Ik'idrneye: 
191 and lo  r n d ~ c a ~ e  n aTs in 1vhic1-1 \.ie ~ I I O ~ ) O > C  to extend i t  . Ur-~lc-~s oti~erwise noted. t h ~  
propo~ais  and data structures we dlsc~::s in tl1iq sect~on are those originally presented 11, 
191. 
The  general j>:oblem is how to  organ~ze the i ~ ~ i o ~ m a t i o n  on the items for sale in a \i7ay that 
can effective!;. support a search pincec:. Prir:ted catalogs tend to  classify the items for 
sale into categories. To locate a d e s ~ ~ e d  Iten?. customers determine the category to  which 
it belongs and proceed to  browse tl11ougl-1 i t .  For esample. a catalog for a clothing shop 
splits the irems into pants. shirts. jogglrig suits. s\vimming suits, gio1.e~. coats, and so or, 
Furthermore. it seerns natural to gloup coats and g l o ~ e s  together since both are outdoor 
garments. and jogging and swirnm~~ig  suits could be grouped together as sportswear. I n  
this manner a hierarchical organizat~on for leplesenting the pr-oducts for sale is reached. 
Lee and M:idme>er 191. using ideas ilom sen1antlc networks, propoqe representing the struc- 
tur e as a directed gr aph. as s h o \ ~  11 In F I ~ I I I  e 1.  The  nodes ar e classification categories. the 
leaves ale ~ndividual iterns. and t l ~ e  ciii ect ed a] cs represent inclusron of categories and are 
called zsa-17nl;s. The iterns for sale Ale _nlovt$, coats, gogg~izg S U T ~ S .  sw~rnming s u ~ t s ,  and 
so forth. The  nodes clothes, outt.l-zl.cni-, dnyu.tai-, sportswear and pants represent abstract 
categories. These ale groupings uqed to  supl~ort  the search process. The  leaves in the 
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I- - J 
Figure I :  A Graph for Clothes 
graph represent actual individual product units for which additional inforrnatlorl on the 
quantity on stock is kept. The graph i m p o ~ e s  a narural distance notion. as the number of 
arcs between t\vo nodes. For example, ~ o g g z ~ l g  suzis are closer to  su.zmmzng suzts ( 2  arcs 
axvay) than to l c a f l z r ~  pants ( 4  arcs away). A request for an item of a category is handled 
by performing a giaph search that arrives at  the ciosesf item. For exarnple. In response 
to  a request for a sportsnear item. jogging s111t. or snimming suits are proposed prior to  
proposing leather pant5. 
In [9]: Lee and ii'i'idmeyer outline a Prolog in-~plementation. The  isa links are represented 
by predicates: i sa(Cat  1 ,Cat2). For example. the leftmost path in the graph of Figure 1 
is represented by the following predicates: 
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i s a ( g l o v e s ,  o u t e r w e a r ) .  
i s a ( o u t e r w e a r  , c3 o t h e s )  . 
Stock availability of the icaf nodes is indicated b~ asslp,!ng codes to physical entities. The 
3 n s t a n c e - o f  ( I n d l v l d u a l  , C a t e g o r y )  predicate I F  used for this purpose. For example. 
~ n s t u l c e - o f  ( " j p  279-1730 6": " c o r d u r o y  ~ ; a n t z " j  represents the fact that the prod- 
uct wit11 code j p  270-i730 a 1s a pair of c o s d ~ i ~ o ~  pa12ts. Although these codes could be 
~ncluded  in the graph 11~e1f. t h I 5  would clutrel. tile ,a;hphs and duplicate informatlon -in 
the cases where an Irem belongs lo  more than one category. 
Although all graphs consideled by Lee and  \\:idelxe\e~ ale. in fact, trees. their method also 
supports muZtip2e inhcl-linnce links, i.e. graplls which ];aye nodes with multiple parents. A 
node x is such a node if tllele ale nodes yl and y2 such that 
1. 31 # y2; and 
2. ~ s a ( x ,  yl ) ,  and i s a i z .  y2j .  
The  predicate match is used to find suitable candidates for a user's request. (1j.e comply 
\vith Prolog's no ta t~on  where \.ariable names start  \zit11 an uppercase letter.) 
r r ,a tch( l tem,  I n d ~ v i a u a l )  : -  i n s t a n c e - o f  (Individual, I t e m ) .  
r r i a tch( l t em,  I n d l v l d u a l )  : -  isa(Desc, I t e m ) ,  
s 
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n a t c h ( D e s c ,  I n d i v i d u a l ) .  
The  recursi\~e definition of this predicare provides a simple. yet correct method for finding 
matches within a subgraph rooted at a node. I t  ~earclies through the descendants of a nod< 
in order to find an individual of tile desired category. For exarnple, using the clothing graph 
presented in Figure 1. a request for a s p o r t s v e z r  item. would launch a graph traveryal tha; 
first checks availability jogg?ng s117i3. and then. i f  none ale a\-ailable. for swimmzng ,.;uzfs 
The  search fails if no items ale a~a i lab le  in any of these cateeor~es. A natural extenslon of 
this method i: t o  continue the searc?~ 111 a sibling subtree. in this case. the subtree looted a; 
pants.  Thus the system might piopose leather pants. that.  alt l~ough not a sportswear item. 
may represent the best match the stole can offer. This is itnplemented via the predicate 
pmatch: 
p m a t c h ( I t e m ,  I n d ~ v l a u z l )  : - rna tch( I t em,  I n d l v i d u a l )  . 
p m a t c h ( l t e m ,  I n d i v l d u a l j  : -  ~ s a ( I t e m ,  P a r e n t ) ,  
p m a t c h ( P a r e n t ,  I n d l v i d u a l )  
Although an interesting and useful appioach to the  problem. this graph representation and 
Prolog progr a m  are not sufficient 1). poi\.el.ful t o  handle certain aspects of the salespeison': 
role. First. the graph search is dependent upon the order in \vhich the  Prolog predicates 
are written. In the p r e v i o , ~ ~  example \\.hen 100liillg for a trlatch for sportswear. jogging 
9 
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suit xvill be tried lxfol e swznzm~ng s?[?/  if  the pledicate 1 s a (  j ~ g g i n g  s u ~ t  , spor tswear)  
appears before 2 sa(swlnrning s u l t  , s p o r t s v e a r )  among the Prolog facts. Thus the only 
way of ind~cat ing p~efelences betwee11 siblings 1s via the order of the predicates, a rather 
undesirable and subtle feature. Sore  that 1111s is due to the ab5e1ice of mechanisms for 
specifying preferences anlong siblli~fs in the g ~ a p h .  Secondly. Lee and IVidemeyer [9! 
handles s h o r t a ~ e  and surplus difi'elei~tly. Tl11s lesults in different a1gor:thms. and -to some 
extent- differer~r dz;a ~ t ruc tures .  S ~ n c e  bot i i  ale instances of a searcli problem. a uniform 
treatment of both situations is desilable Ilost significant honexrer. 1s our last point: in 
general. there is inol e than one aspect to tzl,e into account ivhe11 taking care of a customer. 
For example, when buying clothes i t  is not only important to consider the categories a5 
described in Figure 1,  the system sho~ilci alqo consider other constraints such as cost. 
color, fabric. season. personal psefelences. etc. In this paper we propose an expanded data 
structure and new operators to addiess these 1,- cs~les.  
4 E x p a n d i ~ ~ g  the Graphs 
In this section. we augment the graph. hy assigning costs. or weig'i1ts. to the arcs. These 
costs are used to penalize the choice of some 11otles over other.. As \ve shall see. thiz 
solves some of the problems presented in t h e  plevious section. \2;e also discuss a prototype 
implementation of the data  structure and next. algorithms. 
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4 .1  Assigning cssts t o  the arcs 
In  order to  specify a rl~ore precise notion of disiarice bet~veen nodes in the graph. we assign 
costs to  the arcs. This is done via a cost-assi;gtlnifnt function that  maps arcs to  costs. The  
cost of a path is the  sum of the costs of its a1 cz. \I'e define the  distance between t\vo nodes 
as the minimum oker the costs of all paths conllect~rig them. 
Intuitively, low cost should he ecluated with close similarity. This however. is dependent 
upon the right choice of a cost assignment flinctior?. The  s~ . s t em we propose is \cry sensi- 
tive to  ~ a r i a t i o n s  in the cost figures. Hence detailed attention should be provided t o  the  
cost assignment function. .Although this pro1)lem is itself quite interesting. an in-depth 
treatment is beyond the scope of this pape;. 11; section $3. we describe how to use the 
utility model I121 t o  validate cost-assignment:. Prospect theory [14] is another approach 
to this problem; and Tljaler [13] compares botll ap~~ loaches .  T h e  focus of this paper is not 
on determining applopriate cost assignment fnnct~ons.  but on managing and using these 
graphs to  support electlonic shopping once an appropriate cost assignment function has 
been applied t o  construct the estencled graph. In ~vl-iat follo~vs we will assume the existence 
of a cost assignment fl inct~on. 
The  cost of the arc floln a parent node. 7 .  to olie of its child nodes, j .  \ $ r i l l  be  denoted by 
C,,J. and will be, ~vi thout  loss of generality. a number in the interval [O,l]. Figure 2 presents 
a cost assignment applied to the clothes grapli. S o t e  tha t  the  cost of the arcs connecting 
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I Pants / 
--- - - 
Figure 2: Adding Costs to  the Arcs 
d i i y ~ e a r  t o  p a n t s  and to  s p o r t v e a r  are not in tlle i n t e r ~ a l  [O. 11; they have been scaled as 
we explain later. The  arc costs leplezent an intentional bias: l e a t h e r  p a n t s  are preferred 
t o  c o r d u r o y :  and s w i m s u i t s  to j ogg lng  s u l t s .  This bias is a consequence of the cost 
assignment function. and it might reflect consulner preferences. or company p o l i c ~ ~  (favor 
sales of some higher margin items o\er  others). The  codes (catalog numbers) appearing 
inside the rectangular boxes correspond to individuals ~ n s t a n c e - o f  predicates. They are 
included for illustrative purposes only. Thl-ougllout this and the following sections we will 
use tha t  subgraph of Figure 2 as our example. rather than the \vhole clothing graph (Figure 
1). to  simplify and shorten the discussion. 
A potential difficulty with arbitrary cost-assignment functions is tha t  they may not respect 
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the  hierarchy of the graph. in fact they may obliterate it. For example, nothing prevent: 
the cost of the path from spo r t swea r  to  corduroy  p a n t s ,  to  be less than the cost of the 
path from s p o r t s w e a r  to sv lmsu l t  T h ~ s  is problematic because the rationale beyond 
the  introduction of the cost-ass~gnn~ent funct~ons is to refine the distance notion induced 
by the graph. Thel-efore. the cost-ass~gnment distance should extend the graph-induced 
distance, and hence. be consistent \\.it11 it. In older to  overcome this difficulty. we propose 
the  follo\ving principle: 
Let Be iow(-N)  be the set of n / l  nodes fhnf  nre connected to n' and are belovi 
A7 (if these gropl1s were trees. fills set ~rould be the set of descendants of N ) .  
The total cost of n path connccilng any flvo nodes in Belozr(-A') should always 
be less than the cost o,f conntct~ng a member of B e l o w ( N )  with another node 
that is not in this set. 
This can be achieved by scaling the costs accorcling to the  level of a node. T h e  level of a 
node is defined as the length of the longest path connecting it to  a leaf. In Figure 1. the 
level of dayuear  is 2. and the levels of s p o r t s w e a r  and p a n t s  are both 1. 
We will show how to  choose a scaling factor so that  arcs coming into nodes a t  the level of 
N are assigned a cost higher than the cost of any path within Belou*(N) .  This will enforce 
the desired principle. To see this. concicler a path passing through A' tha t  connects a node 
in BeIou~(-hr) to  a nocle outside the set. By the restriction on the kinds of graphs we use. 
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there has to be an arc in this path that is coming into N or into another node N' with the 
same level as N. By construction, the penalty for traversing this arc is higher than the 
entire cost of any path connecting two nodes in Below(N). Hence, the desired property is 
satisfied. 
The scaling factors for arcs coming into a node of level 1 are of the form kl. The constant 
I; has to be chosen to satisfy the above stated principle. Let m be the number of nodes 
with more than one parent in the graph (if the graph is a tree, then m = 0). For any level 
I, the constant k has to satisfy 
The sum ~1;: k' is an upper bound for the cost of a path connecting a leaf node to a node 
of level I. It is multiplied by 2 so that the path can go up to N and down to a leaf. It is 
multiplied by m + 1 to accommodate instances of multiple inheritance. Since E and m are 
greater than 1, this results in the following constraint for E: 
which is equivalent to 
kl+l - (2712 + 3)k' -I- 2 ( m  + 1) > 0 
Clearly, if this inequality is satisfied for I = 1, it will be satisfied for 1 > 1. Hence it is 
enough to choose k so that: 
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Since m is positive, we obtain 
In the clothing example, m = 0, hence k can be chosen as a number greater than f (3+&) = 
2.618. We have picked, arbitrarily, the value k = 10. In Figure 2,  the costs of the original 
clothing graph have adjusted using the scaling factor 10'. 
Table 1: Calculated scaled distances from Pants 
Node 
Leather Pants 
COI-duroy pants 
Swimming suit 
Joggirzg suit 
Let us analyze via an example how the scaled costs influence the distance measurements. 
Table 1 shows the distances from Pants to all leaf nodes. We have included only leaf 
nodes because it is among those nodes that the system makes its suggestions. It would not 
make sense to suggest an abstract category such as Clothes or Daywear. The nodes in the 
table are ordered from closest to furthest, thus the first suggestion is Leather pants, then 
Corduroy pants, and so forth. Sotice that we have succeeded in specifying a preference 
between siblings. Only if the system is indifferent to a choice between two items, will they 
have the same cost, in which case, the system should suggest both to a customer. 
Distance 
0.25 
0.75 
10.3 
10.7 
The use of costs in the graphs, opens the doorway to a number of applications. For example, 
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using the same underlying graph structure, different personal preferences can be specified 
by changing the costs of certain arcs. This will be explored in section 7. Similarly, if 
the management wants to stress a product over others, it can do this by lowering the 
costs associated with the corresponding nodes. As we can see, the use of cost assignments 
increases the accuracy and flexibility of an electronic shopping system. 
Note that the above described constructs apply not only to trees, but to graphs with 
multiple inheritance as long as levels can be safely assigned to nodes the notion of level 
of an node, that is, the graphs are a.cyclic. Throughout the rest of these paper, we will 
assume that all graphs are of this kind. 
4.2 Modifying the  Data Structure 
The implementation of the expanded graph as a data structure is straightforward. An 
argument representing the cost of the arc is added to the i s a  predicate. Since the system 
will deal with more than one graph, we also add an argument for the graph name. The 
predicate becomes: isa(Graphname, Child,  Parent ,  Cos t ) .  As before, the actual 
leaves are represented via the i n s t  ance-of predicate. There are no costs associated with 
these predicates because they are not part of the hierarchy. A portion of the graph depicted 
in Figure 1 is represented by the following predicates: 
i s a ( c l o t h i n g ,  l e a t h e r  pants ,  pan ts ,  0.25) . 
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isa(c1othing , ccrduroy pants, pants, 0.75). 
4.3 A note on complexity issues 
Recall that the distance between two nodes is defined as the cost of the shortest path 
connecting them. Fortunately, reasonably fast algorithms are available to compute shortest 
paths. There are at  least t\vo possible implementation strategies. 
1. The system could store interllally the graphs and find the shortest path between two - 
nodes on demand by perfornling a graph traversal. If there are n nodes and e edges in 
the graph, this approach takes O(e) space and 0 ( n 2 )  time, using Dijkstra's algorithm 
111. 
2. Another approach precomputes the distances between the internal nodes and the 
leaves and stores them using 0 ( n 2 )  space. Using Floyd's algorithm [I], this can be 
done in 0(n3)  steps. Although somewhat expensive, this is a one time setup cost. 
Once a distance table has been filled, distances can be retrieved in constant time. In 
some cases the distances from one node to all leaves will have to  be retrieved and 
sorted. Even this can he done reasonably fast in O(n . ln(n)). 
If space is not a concern and changes to the graphs are rare, the second alternative seems 
more attractive. I t  is interesting, however; to analyze the special case in which the graphs 
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are balanced trees, as in the examples so far. In this case there is at most one path 
connecting any two nodes. Using Dijkstra's algorithm [I], one can produce a list of all 
nodes in ascending order of distance from a source node in time O(n . ln(n)). In this case, 
the first approach is advisable because it is able to handle dynamically changing graphs, 
at  no additional cost. The condition that there be at most one path connecting any two 
nodes, and that the graph be a balanced tree, are essential for this estimate to hold. For 
the purposes of this paper we use the second alternative. 
4.4 SEP-Shop: The Prototype implementation 
We have developed a prototype, _Search and 21,eference-Based Navigation in Electronic 
Shopping (SEP-Shop), in Prolog to demonstrate the concepts in this paper. I SEP-Shop, 
the distances between the nodes and the leaves are pre-computed and stored as Prolog 
facts. There is no need to store the distances between internal nodes, because the sys- 
tem will only be looking for leaf nodes. For similar reasons, the distances between leaf 
nodes, which represent product codes, are not relevant. Thus the only distances that 
need to be stored are those between internal nodes and product codes. The predicate 
dist (Graph, Node, Leaf node, - Distance) denotes the Distance between a Node and a 
Leafnode in graph Graph. It. is used as follo\vs: 
dist(clothing,daywear,'jp 200-1000 d1,8.3). 
dist (clothing,daywear, ' jp 350-1000 d1 ,3.25). 
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If there is no path connecting two nodes, the distance separating them is taken to be 
infinity. We represent the value of infinity with the atom t o p  which is greater than any 
distance in the graph. This concept is enforced by the the clause dis t ( , ,  -, -, top),  
that is placed at  the end of the all other d i s t  facts. The underscore character - denotes 
an uninstantiated variable that matches any value. 
Given a graph G and a node N, our iillplemeilta.tioil computes the predicate 
reachable((G ,N) ,L), where G is a graph, N a node in G, and L is a list of pairs containing 
the leaf nodes of G and their associated distances to N. The list is in ascending order by 
distance. 
To interact with the user, the system captures through a friendly interface, the desired 
selection consisting of a graph and a node, for example (c lothing,  pants) .  This means 
that although s/he may be unaware of this, the customer will search for pants using the 
c lo th ing  graph.' The predicate reachable is set as a goal, and it returns the ordered 
list of leaves. Following this, the systems suggests products to the shopper in the order in 
which they appear in L. The predicate match implements this process: 
match(Se1ect ion) : - reachable(Selection,  L i s t )  , 
d ia log (L i s t )  . 
'Other graphs may exist. 
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?-match( (clothing ,pant))  . 
l e a t h e r  pant  with code # j p  350-1000 d 
Would you l i k e  t o  see more ? y. 
l e a t h e r  pant  with code # j p  350-1001 d 
Would you l i k e  t o  see more ? y. 
corduroy pant with code # j p  279-1730 d 
Would you l i k e  t o  see more ? y. 
corduroy pant with code # jp  510-7578 e 
Would you l i k e  t o  see more ? y. 
swimsuit with code # jp  200-1000 d 
Would you l i k e  t o  see  more ? n. 
Figure 3: A sample shopping session where a customer is looking for a pair of pants. (The 
words in italics are entered by the user.) 
The d i a l o g  predicate shows the first item of a list, asks the user if she or he wants to see 
another one. If the answer is positive, it continues showing the rest of the list. Figure 3 
shows a sample session of SEP-Shop where a match for pants is requested. 
Multiple Perspectives 
When shopping, we generally we take into consideration more than one aspect of the items 
for sale. We may have in mind certain color and style preferences. We call t h e e  various 
aspects perspectives. Lee and \\?idemej~er's work {9] is on a single perspective; and so is the 
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extension to expanded graphs of the previous section. In this section we show how certain 
operations on graphs allow us to deal effectively with search along multiple perspectives. 
In principle the idea is quite simple: different graphs portray different perspectives, each 
determining different distances between nodes. To use more than one perspective during 
search, i.e. color and season as well as clothing categories, the various graphs are combined 
into a multi-dimensional graph. Distances betiireen nodes are now computed in this new 
graph, and items are suggested using the new distance. The operations- we describe here 
for combining various graphs are conlputationally savvy in that they do not require the re- 
computation of paths -a computationally expensive process. Instead, the multi-perspective 
distance is calculated by combining single-perspective distances. 
5.1 Perspectives as Dimensions 
We explained how a graph imposes a notion of distance (to be interpreted as utility, below, 
57) on a collection of abstract categories and product codes. Different graphs will impose 
different distance notions. If we think of the perspectives as dimensions, we can think of the 
distance notion imposed by a number of perspectives conjunctively as a multidimensional 
concept. For example, each of the perspectives of clotizing, color, cost, season determines 
a specific dimension. In order to take them all into account, a multidimensional distance 
should be used. In tivo dimensional Euclidean space the distance between two points 
< XI, yl > and < xz, yz > is computed as a function of the distances in the x and the 
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y-dimensions: . 
Here 11 xl - 2 2  11, which stands for the absolute value of zl - 1 2 ,  is the distance along the 
x-dimension and 11 yl - y2 (1 is the distance along the y-dimension. We can rephrase this 
equation as: 
where Pl and P2 are points in two-dimensional space, and d, denotes their distance along 
the first dimension, x, and d, along the second dimension, y. This shows that the two- 
dimensional distance is computed using two single dimension distances, the x-distance and 
the y-distance. In the same spirit, we propose combining distances in various perspectives 
to compute a multi-perspective distance as follo\vs, 
where di(Pl, P2) is the distance between points PI and P2 along the ith dimension. 
To take an example from the clothing world, consider the color perspective represented in 
Figure 4. The leaves correspond to codes of products that also appear in the clothing graph. 
Although this information is not part of the color graph, we have listed the categories of 
clothing, to which the coded objects belong, in order to facilitate our discussion here. The 
costs of the arcs have been chosen arbitrarily and are not representative of any particu- 
lar cost assignment function. There is an obvious bias towards darker colors, a marked 
preference of green over yellow, and of red over blue and brown. 
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Figure 4: The Color perspective 
The color graph defines a notion of distance that differs from the one determined by the 
clothing graph. For example, since jp 279-1 730 d(green corduroy pants) and jp 510-7578 e 
(red corduroy pants) are both corduroy pants, they are very close in the clothing perspec- 
tive (distance= 0.) From the point of view of color, however, their distance is 10.3. We 
would like to combine the information present in both graphs to support a complex search. 
Suppose the customer is looking for Blue pants. Notice that there are no blue pants, thus 
the system has to choose between brou~n leather pants and red corduroy pants. From the 
clothing perspective leather pants should be considered before corduroy pants. From the 
color perspective red should be considered before Brown. Should it suggest a pair of brown 
leather pants or a pair of red corrlu~.oy pants? In what follows we will develop tools to help 
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instance-of ( ' jp 279-1730 d' ,green). % Color 
instance-of ( ' jp 279-1730 d' ,moderate) . % Cost 
instance-of ('jp 279-1730 d' ,female). % Gender 
instance-of ( ' j p  279-1730 d' ,winter). % Season 
instance-of('jp 279-1730 dJ,'corduroy pants'). % Clothing 
Figure 5: A sample database entry for the five perspectives of an item. 
in these situations. 
5.2 A Data Structure for Perspectives 
Different perspectives are to be represented by different graphs. As before, the graphs are 
encoded with the isa(Graph, Node-1, Node-2, Cost) predicates. The reason for having 
a Graph argument is that the same nodes might appear in more than one graph (actually 
all graphs have identical leaves, namely the product codes). The instance-of predicate 
will represents links between the nodes of the graphs and the individual items on stock. A 
data base containing all the information about the products is to be constructed. If the 
perspectives taken into account are clothing, color, cost, gender and season, a typical entry 
for an item in SEP-Shop is shown in Figure 5. By design, the number of perspectives is 
unconstrained rather than limited to a fixed number of attributes. 
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5.3 The Multi-Perspective Distance 
Elaborating on the analogy between perspectives and dimensions, we propose to compute 
the multi-perspective distance as a function of the distances on each of the perspectives. 
One could adopt the Euclidean metric: 
alternatively, one can use a summation metric: 
a maximal metric: 
d((z1,. . . ,xn), (.?/I, . ., y n ) )  = mazl<i<n(d(xi,yi)) - - 
or a minimal metric: 
d((x1, - - - xn), (yl, - - - 7 9,)) = minlSi5n{d(xi, yi)) (12) 
Each imposes a different penalty on deviation from the optimal point. From a compu- 
tational point of view it would make sense to find a suitable multi-dimensional distance 
function that is compositiona.1, i.e. it only depends on the distances in each perspective and 
does not require finding shortest paths in multidimensional graphs. The metrics presented 
above satisfy this requirement. The distances of the shortest paths in each perspective 
are combined algebraically to produce the multi-perspective distance. Liberated from the 
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complexity of finding shortest paths, this method makes it viable to combine -in real time- 
various perspectives. 
The f o r m u l ~  presented so far provide no means for distinguishing perspectives with regard 
to relative importance. Under certain circumstances however, there should exist means for 
specifying that a certain perspective is more important than another one. Suppose, for 
example, that a custoiner is looking for a pair of pants, and that he or she would prefer 
them to be blue. Since, as we saw, there are no blue pants, the system has to find an 
alternative. In this case it might be better to suggest a brown pair of pants than a blue 
swimsuit. However, if the color is more important, then the blue swimming suit constitutes 
a better match. In our implementation we associate weights with the perspectives when 
performing a search. The distance along each perspective is multiplied by the corresponding 
weight prior to calculating the multidimensional distance. Thus, following the example, 
one would assign more weight to clothi~zg than to color. To do this formally, we use a 
weighted Euclidean formula. 
The weights, w;, for each perspective should he gathered according to some mechanism that 
either asks the user for the relative inlportance of the perspectives, or uses a predetermined 
scale. Next, we show ho\v to algebraically combine various graphs. 
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5.4 The Join Operation 
The join operation combines an arbitrary number of graphs and nodes within those graphs, 
finding the best match in all perspectives, i.e., the individual that is closest to all of the 
criterion nodes, where closest depends on -the metric chosen, which in our case is the 
weighted Euclidean. As mentioned at the end of the last section, weights are added to the 
graphs in order to specify their relative importance. The d i s t  predicate is extended to 
compute this distance, it receives an expanded graph list (EGL) of the form: 
[[Weightl, (Graphl, Nodel)], . . . , [T;l/eigltt,, (G?.aph,, Node,)]]. 
The second argument of d i s t  is a node M. The third argument is the computed distance 
between the nodes in EGL and M. 
d i s t  (join(EGL) ,M,D) : - c o l l - d i s t  (EGL ,M,L) , 
euclid(L,D). 
The predicate co l l -d i s t  is used to collect the distances between a sequence of weight- 
graph-node triples, EGL, and a given node, M. We now show the result obtained using the 
clothing and color perspectives. 
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?- match( j o in (  [ [ I ,  (c lothing,pants)]  , C2, (color  ,blue)]] 1) 
Output : 
red corduroy pants  with code # jp  510-7578 e  
brown l e a t h e r  pants  with code # j p  350-1001 d 
red swimsuit with code # j p  200-1001 d 
blue jogging s u i t  with code # j p  517-0287 d 
Figure 6: Searching for a pair of pants. 
Searching for a blue pair of pants. 
The search is along two dimensions: c l o t h i n g  and co lo r .  Emphasis is placed on c o l o r  
by assigning it twice as much ~veigllt as that assigned to c l o t h i n g .  Figure 6 is a snapshot 
form a run of our prototype SEP-Sltop. Note that although leather pants are preferred 
over corduroy pants in the clothing perspective, a pair of the latter is suggested first since 
blue is closer to red than to brown. We envision a friendly user-interface that will elicit 
customer choices and represent these internally using the join operator. Thus, users of the 
system would not have to handle the cumbersoine notation as it appears in the example. 
Searching for a blue pair of pants. 
The same query, but now the emphasis is on pants is shown in Figure 7 
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?- match(join( [ [ 2 ,  (clothing,pants)] , [I ,  ( . c o l o r , b l u e ) ~ ~  1) 
output : 
brown l e a t h e r  pants with code # j p  350-1001 d 
red  corduroy pants with code # j p  510-7578 e 
green corduroy pants with code # j p  279-1730 d 
yellow l e a t h e r  pants with code # jp 350-1000 d 
red swimsuit with code # j p  200-1001 d 
Figure 7: Searching for a blue pair of pants. 
Here, leather pants appear before co~.duroy ones, but only red ones. Also, swimsuits appear 
only after all pants have been shown. 
5.5 The Union Operation 
Suppose someone is interested in buying pants, would like them to be blue, but would accept 
green. This preference can be handled by searching for green and for blue and selecting the 
best of both outcomes. This operation is implenlented via the union operator. As with 
join,  it takes as an argument an espanded graph list (EGL) whose elements are triples 
containing a weight, a graph and a node in that graph. The distance from each node 
appearing in the EGL to  a target node is computed, multiplied by the weight, then the 
minimum of the distances is taken to be the distance of the union. The role of weights is 
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reversed here due to the use of minima: a higher weight means less importance. 
d i s t  (union(EGL) , M ,  D) :- c o l l - d i s t  (EGL,M,L) , 
minimal (L , D) . 
The situation above is represented by a combination of j o in  and union as follows: 
Output : 
green corduroy pants  wi th  code # j p  279-1730 d  
brown l e a t h e r  pants  wi th  code # j p  350-1001 d  
r ed  corduroy pan t s  with code # j p  510-7578 e 
yellow l e a t h e r  pants  wi th  code # j p  350-1000 d  
Since the notation can become quite cumbersome, we remind the reader that, in any 
commercial-grade application, a front-end user interface should handle friendly dialogs 
while constructing the formal queries in the background. By analyzing the output of SEP- 
Shop we realize that even although green was given lower priority than blue, a green pair 
of pants is suggested first, since no blue ones are available. The ordering of the subsequent 
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suggestions comes from the fact that red ancl brown are closer to blue than yellow is to 
green. 
The same operation can be used to combine different graphs. The color perspective of 
Figure 4 clusters colors according to their brightness. One could, however, easily think 
of other interesting criteria, for example complement. Suppose we have a perspective 
complementary c0101.s where red and green are close together as are lilac and yellow. When 
searching for a red item, the system uses both the color and the complementary colors 
perspectives to  make suggestions. If nothing red is available, the system suggests an item 
that matches red either according to brightness or according to complement by using the 
union operator as follows, 
?- match( join(  [ [ la  union([ [O .5, ( co lo r ,  r ed) ] ,  
[O .5, (complementary , red)  1 I ) 1 , 
[ I ,  (c lo th ing ,  j a cke t ) ] ] ) ) .  
Short age 
So far we have focused on the su~-l~lus problenl, i.e., how to narrow down on the set of 
suggestions and find the best one. In terms of our graph representation, we start 
at one or more non-leaf nodes and fincl a closest leaf. The shortage problem occurs when 
a specific item is selected by the user (given by its code number) that is not available. In 
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terms of our graph representation, we start at a leaf and need to find a different leaf that 
is as close as possible. Shortage can be dealt with in much the same way as surplus. 
Suppose we are looking for item T-shirt jp 522-1635 d,  and there are none in stock. The 
query match( ' j p  522- 1635 ' ) would not deal the desired results because we are not spec- 
ifying under what perspectives to search. The solution is to have the system find out 
to  which perspectives j p  522-1635 belongs to and then perform a join operation on these 
perspectives . 
Why it is necessary to perform a join operation? Suppose that we also have a perspective 
for the cost of items in dollars. so that we know whether or not an item is expensive. 
If we are looking for the specific T-shirt jp  522-1635 d, which happens to be blue and 
inexpensive, the alternatives offered should consider not only the fact that we want a T- 
shirt, but also that it should be blue and not high-priced. A default weight assignment for 
the perspectives will be used to reflect the relative importance of color, cost, etc. 
The implementation is as follows: 
match(1nd) : - individual (Ind) , 
collect-categories (Ind, ~ a t ~ i s t )  , 
get,weights(~at~ist,WCL), 
match(join(WCL)) . 
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Personal Preferences 
In many occasions, the may be a natural need to replace certain portions of a graph, 
especially in what pertains to costs. If for example, a customer's color preferences are not 
properly represented by the c o l o r  graph, the customer may be given the option of using 
his/her own color preferences. In this section we deal with these issues. 
The operations on graphs that we have so far described are compositional in that no new 
graph traversals are needed for their implementation. We now introduce an operation that 
requires graph traversals, because it modifies the underlying graphs. 
Suppose that Susan prefers dark colors to light ones. Otherwise her preferences agree with 
those represented by the color perspective. Instead of building a new perspective for her 
preferences and thereby duplicating most of the graph, it would be interesting to establish 
a way of changing the values of some arc costs in the color perspective. We propose the 
following solution. Build a graph that only holds the arcs whose costs have to be changed. 
When computing distances on this new graph default to the other one when no information 
is available. That is, if there is an arc between two nodes in the new graph, then use that 
arc; otherwise, rely on the other graph. 
For the example of Susan, Itre would build a special graph, susan-colors, containing only 
the nodes color, light and dark as shown in figure S. This kind of default is implemented 
by altering the isa hierarchy as follows, 
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Color 
Figure S: Susan's Preferences 
isa(default(Graph, Def-Graph), N1, N2, C) :- 
(isa(Graph, N1, N2, C); 
isa(Def,Graph, N1, N2, C)). 
If an arc is present in Graph it is used, otherwise one in Def-Graph is used. 
The advantage of using this default  operation, as opposed to building a new graph for each 
minor variance, is twofold. First, it is space efficient since no information is duplicated. 
Second, it provides for consistency by keeping only one version of the shared information. 
By far the most interesting use of defaults is the representation of personal preferences. 
By interacting with customers and ~nonitoring their choices, the system could observe in 
which way a customer's preferences differ from the stored ones. It could then build user 
models in the form of personal perspectives, preferences and weights. 
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8 Relationship to Utility Theory 
Our purpose in this section is to sho~t? how our distance measures for a single perspective 
can be interpreted as a series of unidimensional utility functions, and to show how our 
extension to  multiple perspectives can be interpreted as a series of multiattribute utility 
functions. 
We begin with the unidimensional case, i.e., with a single perspective as in $3. The distance 
between any two nodes in a single graph, d(z,,x,).  was (letting C,, = C,,,, for all i, j )  
simply the length of the path between x, and 2,. (We have implicitly been assuming that  
the distance from any node to itself is 0. If we restrict our discussion to trees, there is 
exactly one path between any two nodes. We relased this assumption, and this led us to  
measure the distance as the length of the shortest path.) Given this, we can readily see 
that the graph may be taken as encoding a series of conditional utility functions, one for 
each node. We can define u,,(z,), the utility of going to node j given that you are at node 
i, as 
11,, (.x,) = max - cl(z,, x,) (14) 
where max is the length of the longest path in the graph. Thus, u ranges from 0 to  max. 
Since utility functions are unique only up to  a positive linear transformation and since in 
equation 14 the distance is a negative linear transformation of the  utility, we minimize 
distance in order to maximize utility. 
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Given the definition implicit in 14, it remains to investigate the requirements of that utility 
function and to  determine whether these requirements are reasonable. So far as we are 
aware, e.g., [4, 7, 81, the sort of graph-functional utility function we are proposing has not 
been investigated. We will confine ourselves to but a few remarks. We note two properties 
of our utility function. First, for any node xk on the shortest path from xi to xj ,  
? l z ,  ( ~ j )  = max - (d( r ; ,  rk) + d(xk,  xj)) (1 5 )  
We call this the additivity property, since the utility depends on the sum of the arc lengths. 
Second, we note an independence property: zi,,(zj) is independent of the cost of any arc 
not on the path from xi to  z,, the utility is unaffected by changes in the graph not on the 
path. 
These are, we think, sensible properties for a utility function for this sort of application. 
In any case they can be used diagnostically in eliciting a utility function and constructing 
a tree. To illustrate, suppose that z, and z, are two leaf nodes with a common ancestor, 
xk, and that d(xi ,zk)  < d(z,.xk). Then, for any node. x, for which xk is on the  shortest 
path between xl and x, and between zl and z,. Z L ~ , ( S , )  > u,,(xJ). This fact can be used 
to  validate a given graph and assignment of arc costs. Further, if upon examination the 
graph is found to  be invalid in this ~vay, the11 the graph can be modified by adding (or 
perhaps removing) nodes and arcs, e.g., by splitting zk so that it is not a common ancestor 
for both x; and x,. Similarly, if the independence property is violated, then the graph 
can be changed so that the offending arcs are in fact on the paths in question. In any 
case, changing the underlying graph can be a rather computationally expensive. Further 
3 6 
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exploration of these ideas is left for future research. 
We turn now to  the multiple perspectives case, discussed in 54. The required utility function 
definition is mainly a generalization of that for the unidimensional case: 
where x, is a leaf node (hence common to all the trees in question); the y;s are categorization 
(non-leaf) nodes, one for each perspective in play; and MAX is the length of the longest path 
in all of the perspectives. In $4 we emphasized that several different distance metric were 
possible. We choose, as indicated earlier in the discussion of the code, a weighted Euclidean 
metric for our implementation: 
where, as above, xj is a leaf node (hence commoil to all the trees in question); the y;s are 
categorization (non-leaf) nodes, one for each perspective in play; the w; are the weights 
placed on the various perspectives; and the X; are standardization factors, set so that 
I ; ; .  maxi = kj smax, = MAX for all i, j .  (For the sake of simplicity in our implementation, we 
absorbed the k;s into the 20;s.) 
This weighted Euclidean metric is. we think sensible and intuitive. However, i t  can be easily 
changed for another metric. In particular, we note that with a slightly simpler metric: 
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we have an additive multiattribute utility function, which is the one most commonly used 
in practice (71. 
The fact, that  our distance measures for single and multiple perspectives can be viewed 
as utility functions, is crucial both theoretically and practically. Since utility. theory is 
widely regarded as the best normative theory of rational choice, it is comforting that our 
representation scheme coheres with that  theory. In addition, this gives us, among other 
things, opportunities to  validate the assignment of distances, as well as ways to  predict 
users' preferences. In fact, these two features are two sides of the same coin, as we shall 
now explain briefly. 
Utility theory tells us that preference is (or should be) transitive. If A is preffered to B, and 
B to  C, then A should be preferred to  C. We can both predict that users will have transitive 
preferences and use this fact to validate our preference models. Thus, if under a particular 
representation intransitive preferences are discovered, this can be treated as indicating a 
need to revise our model, or representation. In the present contest, for example, if there is 
a path from A to B and from B to C, we would predict that A is preferred to  B, B to  C. 
and A to  C. If users indicate a contrary preference ordering for A, B ,  and C, this would 
tend to show that our graphs were inaccurate and needed revision. On the other hand, if 
a number of such predictions are extracted from the graphs and confirmed by users, this 
would tend to  increase our confidence that the graphs were indeed adequately representing 
the users' preferences. 
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Deeper tests of validity are possible, but we shall confine ourselves t o  but one more ex- 
ample. Suppose the user wants A, but we are in a shortage situation with both B and C 
available as alternatives. By using one or more graphs (depending on whether we are in a 
multidimensional situation), we determine the utilities of B and C, given a preference for 
A, i.e., we have uA(B)  and uA(C) .  At this point there are a very large number of lotteries 
we can construct in order t o  validate our graphs (as representations of users' preferences). 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that u A ( B )  < uA(C) .  We might, for example? ofier a 
subject a choice between B for certain, or a lottery with a probability p of getting C and 
a probability 1 - p of getting nothing. In such a contest, utility theory will help us make 
predictions. If, for example, Z L ~ ( B )  = p * uA(C) ,  then t he subject should be indifferent 
between the gamble and B for certain, and if u A ( B )  > p * uA(C) ,  then the subject should 
prefer B t o  the gamble. In these cases, and many others, i t  is possible to validate the 
graph (and its assigned path lengths) by making predications of subjects' preferences, and 
determining whether these predictions obtain. 
The great utility, as it  were, of utility theory in this context naturally raises the following 
questions. Why rely on the  graphs at all? \?Thy not, in particular, simply construct a 
utility function algebraically and use it to evaluate preferences? In principle, this could be 
done, just as, in principle. books could be printed before the invention of movable type. 
A great advantage of this graph-basecl approach is that the graphs can easily be modified 
with minimal disruption of the utility functions. The graphs effectively encode very many 
utility functions. In the case of shortage, the graphs encode a utility function for each item 
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that  can be in shortage. This is evident from our notation. How many such functions are 
there implicit in our scheme? Essentially one for each node in each graph, i.e. for each 
internal node N in a graph G, there is a utility function U N , G .  Thus, for example, if the 
catalog is augmented with a new product, say rubber river rafts, we may, with considerable 
confidence, add the new product to specific points in the various graphs. We know, for 
example, that  the raft falls under the sporting goods category, rather than the clothing 
category. This is knowledge that the ordinary algebraic utility models do not exploit, 
since they do not attempt to capture the abstraction hierarchies expressed by these graphs. 
Because the  method described here does exploit this knowledge, we are able to augment 
the graphs easily, thereby creating new utility functions more or less as a byproduct of 
using commonsense judgments. 
9 Summary and Conclusion 
In this paper, we showed ho~v an abstraction (or isa) hierarchy with an imposed distance 
metric can be used as a representational basis for modeling the salesperson's role (as em- 
bodied in the  surplus and shortage problems) in an electronic shopping system. Further, 
we indicated how the distance metric, in the colltest of the abstraction hierarchy, can be 
interpreted as a unidimensional utility function. Finally, we extended the single dimen- 
sional (single perspective) treatment to  multiple dimensions, or perspectives, and showed 
how the resulting representation can be interpreted as a multiattribute utility function, 
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and we argued that the resulting function is plausible and, most importantly, testable. 
If, in the future, there are to  be large-scale electronic shopping systems, they will need to  
accommodate both (a)  a large number of products, many of which are close substitutes, and 
(b) a heterogeneous body of customers who have complex, multidimensional-and perhaps 
rapidly changing-preferences regarding the products for sale in the system. Further, these 
systems will have to be designed in a manner so as to both (c) reduce the complexity of the 
shopping problem from the customer's point of view, and (d)  effectively and insightfully 
match products to customers7 needs. \Ve think that our approach, described above, bids 
fair to be able to meet requirements (c) and (d)  in the context of (a)  and (b). Of course, no 
approach can be shown to be optimal. h/luch remains to be learned, then, about alternative 
approaches and about refinements to the one we have proposed. 
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Exarnple 7 The TC, query Q 
is mapped into: 
[e.A, et.A' : t ]  ( 3 x ) ( 3 x t ) ( ( R ( e )  A t E e.1 A e .A ( t )  = x )  A (Q(e1 )  A t  E et.l A et .A(t)  = x i ) )  
A R ( ~ )  A t  E e.1 A Q(e1)  At '  f e1.l 
This expression for rUG(Q) could be simplified (using standard techniques of logical 
transformation) to 
[e.A, e'.Ai : t ]  R ( e )  A t  E e.1 A Q(er )  A t  E et.l 
However, this simplification is not always possible as the following example shows. 
Example 8 The TC, query 
{< 0,  x  >, t  I R(0, x, t )  A (301)Q(0', x ,  4 )  
is mapped into 
[e.A : t ]  ( 3 x ) [ R ( e )  A t  E e.1 A e . A ( t )  = x A (3e t ) (Q(e ' )  A t  E et.l A et .A(t)  = x ) ]  
Note that  in this case the variable x serves to  equate the terms e .A ( t )  and e1.A(t) ,  via 
transitivity. Also note that the quantified group-id variable (30') was replaced with the  
hist,oric variable (3e t )  in the Lh formula. 
Example 9 The TC, query 
{< o, x  >, t  I R ( o ,  x ,  t )  ( 3 x 1 ) ( 3 t ' ) ( R ( o ,  x ,  t )  A Q ( o ,  x', t ' )  x  = x ' ) )  
is replaced with 
[e .A : t ]  ( 3 x ) ( ( R ( e )  A t  E e.1 A e . A ( t )  = x )  A ( 3 x t ) ( 3 t ' ) ( ( R ( e )  A t  E e.1 A e .A( t )  = X ) A  
( Q ( e )  A t' E e.1 A e .A( t l )  = x ' )  A x = 2')) A R ( e )  A t  E e.1 
This expression can be simplified to  
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[e .A : t ]  ( 3 x ) ( 3 x 1 ) ( 3 t ' ) ( ( R ( e )  A t  E e.1 A e .A ( t )  = x )  A ( Q ( e )  A t' E e.1 A e .A( t t )  = x')  
A x = x')  A R(e) A t  E e.1 
Note that the equality x = X I  did not change in the conversion process. However, it 
follows from the facts that e .A ( t )  = x ,  e .A(t l )  = x' and x = x' that  the  terms e .A ( t )  
and e.A(tl)  are equal. Also note that the domain variable x' in the TC, formula remained 
unchanged in the L h  formula. 
Example 10 The TC, formula 
is converted to  
[e.A : t ]  ( 3 x ) ( R ( e )  A t E e.1 A e .A ( t )  = x A l ( Q ( e )  A t E e.l A e .A ( t )  = x ) )  A R ( e )  A t  E e.1 
Note that in the previous examples, rUG maps safe TC, formulae into safe Lh formulae. 
\We generalize these observations in the following proposition. 
Proposition 4 rut maps safe TC, formulae into safe Lh formulae. 
Sketch of Proof: Let be a safe TC, formula. We will prove tha t  rUG((b) is safe by 
verifying all the conditions in the definition of safety for Lh formulae. First, ruG(6) does 
not have universal quantifiers since q5 does not ha.ve them. 
Second, the range expression $; = (3x i j ,  ) . . . (3x; j l )Ri (o i1  x i ] ,  . . . , xi,, , t )  is mapped 
into the expression ( 3 x i j 1 )  .. . (3x; , , ) (R; (e i )  A t  E e;.l A ei.Aij1 ( t )  = xi1 A . . . A ei.Aijl ( t )  = 
. 
x i j l )  and also the expression R;(e i )  A t  E e;.l is added at the "outermost" level of rvG((b) 
because of condition 1 in the definition of the mapping TUG. Clearly, the  two expressions are 
semantically equivalent. But the second condition was added to make ruG(d) syntactically 
safe. Since rUG(d) has the formula R ; ( e ; ) ~ t  E ei.l for each range expression at the outermost 
level, the second condition of safety for Lh formulae is satisfied. 
Third, subformula Fl V F2 in 4 is mapped into ruc(l;;) V rUG(&) so that  rUG(F1) and 
r U G ( F 2 )  have the sa.me set of a,toms t i  E ej beca.use the formulae Fl and F2 have the same 
set of pairs < oj,  ti > a,nd because the mapping rrlG translates them into expressions ti E ej. 
Finally, the mapping ~ U G  is defined so that all the three items in the  definition of safety 
related to maximal conjuncts are satisfied. 13 
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T h e o r e m  5 M T ~  = (TG, Lh) is st?-ongly complete with respect to AtTu9 = (Tug,  TC,). 
Ske tch  of Proof :  First of all, fluG is clearly a correspondence mapping, and 1-1, be- 
cause of our grouping axioms. Secondly, the mapping TUG satisfies the second condition 
in the  definition of strong completeness for the following reasons. Intuitively, the predicate 
R(o, 21,. . . , x,, t )  in TC, is mapped into the expression R(e) A t E e.1, so that the historical 
variable e corresponds to the group-id o and t is in the lifespan of e. Furthermore, group-id's 
are defined so that the variables X I , .  . . , x, are uniquely determined by values of o and t 
and are irrelevant in the translation process. Also, the expressions R(o, X I , .  . . , x,, t )  and 
R(e) A t f e.1 are equivalent. In addition, the mapping ruG preserves the structure of the 
formula #, i.e, i t  leaves conjunctions, disjunctions and negations of 6, in their places in 
TUG($). 
6.2.3 Mapping L h  Formulae  t o  TC, 
In this section, we define the mapping rGu that maps safe Lh formulae into equivalent 
safe TCg formulae. Let 6, be a safe Lh formula. As for the rUG mapping, the formula 
rGU(6,) is obtained from 6, by replacing all the atomic formulae in 6, together with quantified 
variables and leaving the structure of 6, intact (operators A, V, remain unchanged). The 
replacement of atomic formulae and quantified variables is done in the following manner: 
1. Replace quantified variables in Lh as follows. 
(a) Do not change any quantified domain and temporal variables, i.e. (32) and (3t)  
in Lh will remain in rGU(6,). 
(b) Replace quantified historic variables (3e;) with (30;), where o; is a unique group-id 
variable. 
(c) Consider all pairs of historic and temporal variables e and t such that # contains 
, 
an expression t E e.1. Depending on the relationship between the scopes of these 
variables, we add the expression (3x1). . . (32,) t o  rGu(6,), where x; is a domain 
variable associated with historic variable e of arity n, as follows. 
i. if t is a free and e is a bound variable, then place the expression ( 3 ~ ~ ) .  . . (32,) 
before the expression (30) obtained in Step lb; 
ii. if t and e are bound variables, and the  scope of e is contained within the  
scope of t then also place (3x1). . . (32,) before (30); 
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iii. if t and e are bound and the scope of i! is contained within the scope of e then 
place (3x1). . . (32,) before (3); 
iv. in all other cases, do not add anything to the formula. 
2. Replace each occurrence of Lh expression R(e) with (3x1) . . . (3xn)(3t)R(o, x l ,  . . . , x,, t). 
If e is a bound variable in 4, then the group-id variable o is the same as the one that 
replaced e in the expression (3e) in Step 1b. If e is free, then all t he  occurrences of E: 
are replaced with the same group-id variable o. 
3. Replace each occurrence of expression t E e.1 with R(o, X I , .  . . , x,, t ) ,  where predicate 
R is one of the predicates occurring positively in the maximal conjunct containing 
t E e.lI4. If e is a bound variable in 4, then the group-id variable o is the same as the 
one that replaced e in the expression (3e) in Step 1, and the domain variables X I , .  . . , a, 
are the same as the quantified variables introduced in Step 1 for the combination of 
(3e )  and (3t) expressions. If t: is a free variable in 4, then the group-id variable o and 
the  domain variables X I ,  . . . , x, are free and are different from all other variables in 
~ G U ( # ' ) .  
4.  Replace each term e.A;(t) in 4 with x;, where xi is defined as follows. Since $J is safe, 
the maximal conjunct containing e.A;(t) must also contain expressions t f e.1 and R(e) 
(for some R). In Step 3, t E e.1 is replaced with R(o, $ 1 ,  . . , , x,, t ) .  Then x; corresponds 
t o  the sariable in this expression that  corresponds t o  attribute A; in R.15 
Examples illustrating the mapping rGU follow. In these examples we assume that  the 
schemas of relations R and Q from Lh are R(A, B) and &(A) respectively. 
Example 11 The Lh query 
is mapped into the TC, query as follows. R(e)  is replaced with (3x')(3yt)(3tt)R(o, x', yt, t'), 
t t e.1 with ~ ( o ,  x  y,t);  and e.B(t)  = 5 with y = 5. 
Putting the pieces together, we get the answer: 
(< o,x >, < o, y > , t  1 (3~ ' ) (3~ ' ) (3 t ' )R(o ,x ' ,  y',tl) A R(o,x,  y , t )  A y = 5) 
l 4  I t  follows from the grouping axioms in Section 6.1 that  i t  does not matter which positively occurring 
predicate R is selected. Any selected predicate will produce the same results. In fact, all the qualifying 
predicates can be selected as well, for a longer but logically equivalent formula. 
I5Rernark in the footnote 14 is also applicable here. 
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Since (3x')(3y')(3t1)R(o, x', y', t ') A R(o, x ,  y ,  t )  is equivalent to R(o, x ,  y ,  t )  we can rewrite 
the previous query as 
Example 12 The Lh query 
is mapped into the TC, query 
{< o, x >, < o, y >, t I R(o, x ,  y ,  t )  A (3x")(3y")(3tf)(R(o, xu, yl', t ' ) ~  
(301)(3x1)(Q(o', X I ,  t ') R(o, x, y ,  t )  A y = x ' ) )}  
Note that the domain variable x' in the previous example is quantified in the same part 
of the rGU(4) formula as the group-id variable 0'. Also note that the variables xN,  y" are 
quantified toget her with temporal variable t'. In general, the domain variables appearing in 
the same predicate as group-id variable o and temporal variable t are quantified together 
with the innermost scope of variables o and t .  The next example shows how rGu handles 
negations. 
Example 13 The Lh query 
is converted to 
{< of,  X I  >, < of ,  y' >, t 1 (30)(3x)((3x1')(3t")Q(o, x" t") A l Q ( o ,  x ,  t ) A  
R(017 X I ,  Y ' ,  t ) )  A R(ol, x', Y' ,  t ) )  
The next example shows that rGU does not affect domain variables in 4. 
Example 14 The Lh query 
is translated into 
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Proposition 6 rGu maps safe Lh formulae into safe TC, formulae. 
Sketch of Proof: The proof proceeds along the lines of the proof of Proposition 4. D 
Theorem 7 MTU, = (TU,, TC,) is strongly complete with respect to WG = (TG, Lh). 
Sketch of Proof: First of all, lRGU is clearly a correspondence mapping, and 1-1, because 
of our grouping axioms. Secondly, the mapping rGu satisfies the second condition in the 
definition of strong completeness, as we shall show by by induction on maximal conjuncts in 
4 in Lh. At any inductive step the Lh formula $(el,. . . , e,, xl, . . . , x,, tl, . . . , tk) is mapped 
into the TC, formula r ~ u ( 4 ) ( o l ,  . .. ,on, 51,. . . , Xm, y1,. . . , YI, t l ,  . . . , tk), where yl,. . . , yl are 
extra variables introduced in the translation process (i.e. when R(e) A t E e.l becomes 
R(o, yl, . . . , y,, t)). Notice that variables yl, . . . , yi are uniquely determined (i.e. functionally 
depend) by values of variables ol, . . . , on, XI,. . . , xm, tl,  . . . , tk. Therefore, these variables are 
"superfluous" and do not affect the translation process. With this observation in mind, the 
proof proceeds along the lines of Theorem 5. D 
The following theorem immediately follows from Theorem 5 and Theorem 7. 
Theorem 8 The grouped model MTG = (TG, Lh) and the ungrouped model with group iden- 
tifiers MTU, = (Tug, TC,) are strongly equivalent. 
Theorems 3 and 8 establish the connections between grouped and ungrouped historical 
data models. The power of temporal grouping which is inherent in grouped models can only 
be achieved in an ungrouped model by the addition of some mechanism, analogous to our 
group identifiers, for simulating the grouping. 
7 Historical Models and Completeness 
All of the historical relational data models and languages that have been proposed differ 
from one another in the set of query operators that they provide. In addition, they often 
differ in the structure of the historical relations that they specify, that is, the way in which 
the temporal component is incorporated into the structure. Space obviously precludes an 
analysis of all of these models with respect to our two notions of completeness. Since we 
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have two orthogonal characteristics to describe these models and their languages - grouped 
or ungrouped, algebra or calculus - we decided to discuss four models, each covering one 
of the four possibilities. Two of the data models we discuss are ungrouped, one with an 
algebra ([Lor87]) and the other with a calculus ([Sno87]); we therefore investigate whether 
or not they are TU-Complete. The other two data models discussed are grouped, one with 
an algebra ([CC87]), the other with both an algebra and a calculus ([Gad88]), and so we 
investigate whether or not they are TG-Complete. 
We have earlier motivated our choice of Lh and T C  as appropriate languages to use 
for our notions of completeness. Therefore, in this section a data model will be said to be 
complete  with respect to MTG = (TG, Lh) jar MTU = (TU, TC)) if it is strongly complete 
with respect to MTG = (TG, Lh) (or MTU = (TU, TC)). Although by our definitions we 
should, strictly speaking, refer to completeness with respect to the data models, we will 
generally speak more specifically about their languages and apply the term loosely to them. 
For each of the historical query languages discussed in the following, therefore, we consider 
first its completeness with respect to either of Lh and TC and vice versa. We shall see that 
Lh and T C  are complete with respect to all of the languages we consider, a fact which lends 
further support to their use as the standards for TG-Completeness and TU-Completeness. 
We begin with a discussion of the completeness of the historical relational algebra speci- 
fied by the historical relational data model H R D M  [CC87]. We discuss this language first 
both because the TG model defined in Section 2 is derived directly from the structure of 
the historical relations in H R D M ,  and because the set of operators specified by this model 
were intended initially to provide all the functionality thought useful and desirable. 
HRDM 
The historical relational data model HRDM presented in [CC87] is a temporally grouped 
historical data model with an algebraic query language which is presented as an extension 
to the standard relational algebra. 
We can categorize the operators of H R D M  as follows: 
Set-Theoretic These operators are defined in terms of the set characteristics of relations, 
and include the standard set operators union (u), intersection (n), set difference (-), and 
Cartesian product ( x ) .  Because these operators do not exploit the historical aspects of 
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HRDM relations, the standard mappings from these operators in relational algebra to their 
counterpart in relational calculus also applies to these operators here. For example, 
r U s  = { x l z ~ r ~ z ~ s )  
ZE [e. * It]r(e) A t E e.1 V s(e) A t E e.1 
Attribute-Based This category includes those operators that are defined in terms of the 
attributes (or their values) of a relation. Some of these operators, as suggested by their 
names, are derived from similar operators that exist in the standard relational algebra. As 
shown below, often the original definition of these operators has been modified to exploit 
the temporal component of the historical model. For each of these operators we give both 
its set-theoretic definition, and then an equivalent Lh-based expression. 
1. P ro j ec t  (T): This operator is equivalent in definition to its standard relational coun- 
terpart, and has the effect of reducing the set of attributes over which each of the 
tuples x in its operand, a relation r, is defined, to those attributes contained in a set 
of attributes X. 
2. Select-If (o-IF): This variant of the select operator selects from a relation r those 
tuples x each of which for some period within its lifespan has a value for a specified 
attribute A that satisfies a specified selection criterion. The period of time within the 
lifespan is specified by a lifespan parameter L. The selection criterion is specified as 
AOa, where 8 is a comparator and a is a constant. (It is also possible to compare one 
attribute with another in the same tuple.) A parameter, Q, of the select-if operator 
is used to denote a quantifier that specifies whether the selection criterion must be 
satisfied for all (V) times in the specified subset of the tuple's lifespan, or that there 
exists (3) at least one such time. 
~ - ~ F ( A B ~ , Q , L ) ( ~ )  = {X E rl &(t E (L n X-1)) [x.A(t)Oa]) 
(if Q is 3) r [e.* : t]r(e) A t E e.1 A 
3tl(tl E L A tl E e.1 A e.A(tl)da) 
(if Q is V) [e.* : t]r(e) A t E e.1 A 
13 t l ( t l  E L A tl E e.1 A le.A(tl)Oa) 
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3. Select-When (a-WHEN): This operator is similar to the 3-quantified select-if op- 
erator. However, the lifespan of each selected tuple is restricted to  those times when 
the selection criterion is satisfied16. 
4. 6-Join: Like its counterpart in the standard relational data model this operator com- 
bines tuples from its two operand relations. With @-join two tuples are combined when 
two attributes, one from each tuple, have values at  some time in the intersection of 
the tuples' lifespans that stand in a 6 relationship with each other. The lifespan of the 
resulting tuple is exactly those times when this relationship is satisfied. 
Let rl and r2 be relations on schemes R1 and R2, respectively, where A E R1 and 
B E R2 are attributes. 
5. Stat ic  Time-Slice This operator reduces an historical relation in the temporal 
dimension by restricting the lifespan of each tuple e of the operand relation r to those 
times in the set of times L. 
O t h e r  Operators  
In addition to the above categories of operators, the HRDM algebra includes several 
grouping operators that are used to restructure a relation without changing the informa- 
tion content of that relation. These operators, union-merge (U,), intersection-merge 
16The notation f 11 in this definition, used in HRDM, is the standard notation for denoting the restriction 
of the domain of the function f to the set I .  
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(n,), and difference-merge (-,), first computes the set-theoretic union, intersection, and 
difference, respectively, and then regroups the tuples in the resulting relation. 
The H R D M  algebra also includes the operators W H E N  and Dynamic Time-Slice. 
We categorize the W H E N  operator as an eztra-relational operator in that it computes a 
result that is not contained in a database relation, nor given as a constant. Applied to 
an historical relation, this operator returns a value defined as the union of the lifespans 
of the tuples in that relation. This operator can be viewed as a type of temporal-based 
aggregate operator. The dynamic time-slice is only applicable to relations that include in 
their scheme an attribute A whose domain consists of partial functions from the set T I M E S  
- 
into itself. We do not treat such attributes in this paper since most of the models considered 
distinguish between ordinary values and the times at which they hold, and do not allow 
comparisons between them. Therefore it would be unfair to include such an operator in our 
comparison. We omit the other operators from our discussion of completeness of H R D M  
and the remaining languages that we will examine. The grouping operators are not treated 
because they are not intended for querying, and the aggregate operators, because they are 
outside of the scope of standard relational-based notions of completeness. 
The translations that we have provided for each of the relation-defining operators of the 
H R D M  algebra shows that Lh is complete with respect to this algebra. However, this 
algebra is not TG-Complete in that there are queries that are expressible in Lh for which no 
equivalent algebraic expression (i.e., sequence of algebraic operations) exists. One example 
is the query on the database in Figure 8 for the name and department of each employee that 
has at some time received a cut in salary, expressible in Lh as 
The lack of an equivalent algebraic expression is due to the specification of those operators 
in HRDM that include the comparison of two values as part of their definition: the join, 
and the various select operators. In each case only attribute values that occur at  the same 
point in time can be compared. (This ability seems to be what is meant by the property 
of supporting "a 3-D conceptual view of an historical relationn that has been cited as an 
intuitively necessary component of a good temporal database model (e.g. in [CT85, Ari86, 
MSSla].) Thus, as required by the above query, it is not possible to compare the salary of 
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an employee a t  some time tl with that employee's salary at some other point in time, t2 .  
7.2 The Historical Homogeneous Model of Gadia 
The next historical model that we discuss is one that was proposed by Gadia [Gad88]; it is a 
model that includes a query language and an algebra. This data model, which we shall label 
TDMG(for Temporal Data Model of Gadia), is the same as that of H R D M ,  and thus of 
the canonical historical model TG defined in Section 2. 
In T D M G  the value of a tuple attribute is a function from a set of times to the value do- 
main of the attribute, and the lifespan is the same for all the attributes (Gadia's homogeneity 
assumption). Therefore the T D M G  model is temporally grouped. 
In addition to the data model, Gadia defines an historical algebra and calculus. Although 
his data model is temporally grouped, the semantics of the algebra is defined in terms of the 
ungrouped model obtained by ungrouping temporal relations. Gadia calls this a snapshot 
interpretation semantics. The semantics of the historical algebra is defined by ungrouping 
temporal relations because Gadia considers grouped and ungrouped models "weakly equal" 
and does not distinguish between them when he proves equivalence of his algebra and cal- 
culus. In terms of our discussion on completeness in Section 3, Gadia's mapping from his 
grouped model to his ungrouped model is not a 1-1 mapping; unlike our mapping into TC,, 
Gadia's R mapping ignores grouping. 
Gadia's (ungrouped) algebra is defined as follows. He starts with the five standard 
relational operators, selection, projection, difference, Cartesian product, and union, as TA 
does. He also defines derived temporal operators such as join, intersection, negation, and 
renaming. In addition, he defines temporal expressions for the temporal domain. Finally, 
he combines relational and temporal expressions by considering relational expressions of the 
form e(v) where e and v are relational and temporal expressions, respectively. 
TC is complete with respect to Gadia's algebra for the following reasons. The five stan- 
dard temporal operators are defined as for TA and, therefore, can be expressed in TC. 
Temporal expressions are defined as a closure of a time intervals over the operations of 
union, intersection, difference and negation. Each of these operators can be expressed in the 
first-order logic with explicit references to time. For example, the expression tdom(r(A, 3 ) ) ~  
tdom(s(A, 3)) in TDMG can be defined in TC as {t I (32) (3y)(r(x, y, t ) V s(x, y , t))). This 
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means that every query in T D M G  can be expressed in TC. 
Gadia also defines an historical calculus and shows its equivalence to the algebra (mod- 
ulo temporal grouping). This calculus is expressible in Lh for the same reasons that the 
ungrouped algebra is expressible in TC. A lifespan of a temporal tuple x in T D M G  can be 
captured with expression t E x.1 in Lh. Also, the operators of union, intersection, difference 
and negation for temporal expressions can be expressed in Lh with the same methods that 
are used to express algebraic expressions in TC since Lh explicitly supports time. 
The temporally grouped language Lh has strictly more expressive power than Gadia's 
calculus, i.e. this calculus is not TG-Complete. Also, the temporally ungrouped language 
TC is strictly more powerful than Gadia's algebra, i.e. the algebra is not TU-Complete. 
The reason for this lack of completeness is the same as for H R D M :  it is not possible to 
compare the value of one attribute at time tl with the value of another or the same attribute 
at some other time t z .  For example, the query of the previous section, asking for the name 
and department of each employee that has at some time received a cut in salary, cannot be 
expressed in T D M G .  
7.3 TQuel 
TQuel is the query language component of an historical relational data model proposed by 
Snodgrass [Sno87]. We shall call this model T R D M .  
T R D M  provides for two types of historical relations. One, called an interval relation, 
is derived from a standard relation through the addition of two temporal attributes, valid- 
from and valid-to, both of whose domains are the set of times 2'. (An example of such a 
relation has already been given in Figure 3). As before, we will ignore the two TRANS-TIME 
temporal attributes since we are only considering historical data models. Thus we will view 
T R D M  as a temporally ungrouped historical data model. The values of the non-temporal 
attributes of a tuple in such a relation are considered to be valid during the beginning of 
the interval of time starting at  the valid-from value and ending at, but not including, the 
valid-to value. (This interval thus denotes the lifespan of the tuple.) 
The second type of relation, an event relation, is defined by extending a standard relation 
by a single temporal attribute valid-at. Since both interval relations and event relations are 
I 
derived from first normal form relations through the addition of attributes whose values are 
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atomic, they are also in first normal form. 
The query language TQuel is an extended relational calculus derived from and defined 
as a superset of Quel, the query language of the Ingres relational database management 
system [SWKH76]. TQuel extends Quel by adding temporal-based clauses that accommo- 
date the valid-from and valid-to attributes. (These attributes are not visible to  the existing 
components of the Quel language.) 
A WHEN clause is added to define an additional temporal-based selection constraint 
that must be satisfied in conjunction with the constraint defined by the TQuel (and Quel) 
WHERE clause. This constraint, specified as a temporal predicate over a set of tuple valid- 
from-valid-to intervals (lifespans) defines a restricted set of relationships that must hold 
among them. A VALID clause is used to define, in terms of temporal expressions, valid-from 
and valid-to values for tuples in the relation resulting.from the TQuel statement. 
Both temporal predicates and temporal expressions have a semantics that is expressible 
in terms of the standard tuple calculus ([Sn087]).'~ TQuel is complete with respect to TC, 
and vice versa, since the semantics of TQuel like that of Quel [U1188] can be expressed in 
terms of the standard relational calculus, with which TC is clearly strongly equivalent. In 
particular, Snodgrass shows how any TQuel query can be expressed as a formula of the form 
Q A I? A Q, where Q, l?, and Q, are the calculus formulae of the underlying Quel statement, the 
TQuel WHEN clause and VALID clause, respectively, and I? and Q, contain no quantifiers. 
Additionally, l? and Q, are defined only over the temporal attributes valid-from and valid- 
to, neither of which may be included in Q. The structure of this formula means that, as 
with Quel, not all algebraic expressions can be expressed as a single TQuel statement (for 
example, algebraic expressions containing the union operator). 
If none of the non-temporal attributes over which a TRDM database is defined has a 
domain whose values are comparable to those in the set of times T, then in no algebraic 
expression over the relations in this database can such an attribute be compared to either 
valid-from or valid-to. For such a database, TQuel statements, as represented by a defining 
tuple calculus formula, are no more restrictive than Quel statements. Therefore (as with 
Quel) a sequence of TQuel statements can express any algebraic expression, perhaps by 
creating temporary relations, and using statements such as APPEND and DELETE, 
17This specification also includes the use of several auxiliary functions that  are used t o  compare times in 
order to  determine which of two times occurs first or last. 
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Although interval relations and event relations are distinguished by TQuel, they are 
standard first normal form relations that provide a fixed way of encoding temporal data 
using the temporal attributes. TQuel differs from Quel only in the distinction accorded 
these attributes. Thus, like Quel - with the addition of such statements as APPEND - it is 
complete in the sense defined by Codd. By extension, as a result of the use of the temporal 
attributes, it is TU-Complete, but, like all ungrouped models, it does not exhibit temporal 
value integrity. 
We note that the query on the database in Figure 8 for the name and department of each 
employee that has at some time received a cut in salary, expressible in Lh as 
is also expressible (again, ignoring transaction times) in T R D M  as: 
range of el is EMPLOYEE 
range of e2 is EMPLOYEE 
retrieve into SalChange(eI.N~ME, el.DEPT) 
valid from begin of el to end of el 
where e1.NAME = e2.NAME AND e2.SAL < e1.SAL 
when (end of el) precede (begin of e2) 
We note further that an algebra has been proposed that provides a procedural equivalent 
to the T R D M  calculus ([MSSlb]). While it employs a different data model from that 
in T R D M  (in fact, its model is NlNF), it is not a grouped model and does not support 
grouping. 
7.4 The Temporal Relational Algebra of Lorentzos 
The final historical data model that we discuss is one that was proposed by Lorentzos in 
[Lor87]. The data model in [Lor87], which is called T R A ,  is essentially the same as that in 
[Sno87], except that as an historical model it is restricted to only one temporal dimension. 
Two of the stated goals of T R A  are that "no new elementary relational algebra operations 
are introduced and first normal form is maintained" [Lor87, p. 991. Typical relations in this 
model appear basically as in Figure 3 (with the columns valid-from and valid-to called Sfrom 
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and Sto, respectively). Although the structures of relations in this model are essentially 
the same as in the historical version of T R D M ,  we discuss this model here because, unlike 
[Sno87], the language it proposes is an algebra rather than a calculus. 
It is difficult to discuss formally the algebra of T R A  because it is not specified formally. 
Rather, it is presented via a series of example queries and discussion. Nevertheless, enough 
of a picture of the algebra emerges clearly through these examples to make a discussion 
possible. 
Two new operators, FOLD and UNFOLD are defined. These operators essentially convert 
between the time interval representation (as in Figure 3) and a time point representation (as 
in Figure 1). The FOLD and UNFOLD are clearly expressible in terms of operators in the 
standard relational algebra, as [Lor871 points out. 
The previous sections demonstrated that two other algebras, that of H R D M  and that of 
T D M G  were incomplete because they were not abIe to compare the value of one attribute 
a t  a time t l  with the value of another (or the same) attribute at some other time t2. In 
T R A  such comparisons are possible. Consider again the query that finds the name and 
department of each employee that has at some time received a cut in salary: 
This query can be expressed in T R A  as follows. First UNFOLD the interval relation EM- 
PLOYEE into all of its time points: 
EMPLOYEEul = UNFOLD[Time, Start,  Stop](TIME, E M P L )  
Then, 0- Join this relation with itself, joining tuples with the same name and with a pay 
cut, and then Project just the names of the employees from the result (here NAMEl and 
NAME2, etc., refer to the NAME attributes in the first and second operands to  the Join): 
N A M E l  = NAME2, 
T E M P 1  = EMPLOYEEU1 < TIME2,  EMPLOYEEU2 
> SAL2 1 
Finally, Join the result with the original relation and Project onto the desired fields: 
~ { N A M E , D E P T , S ~ T O , S ~ O }  ( T E M P 2  w EMPLOYEE)  
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Figure 15: Summary of Completeness Results 
Language 
., hh 
TC 
T R A  algebra 
TRDM calculus 
H R D M  algebra 
T D M G  calculus 
T D M G  algebra 
Because T R A  is equivalent to standard relational algebra, the question of its TU-Completeness, 
as in the case of T R D M ,  is reduced to the question of the completeness of relational algebra. 
Therefore we conclude that TRA is TU-Complete but, like all ungrouped languages, it does 
not exhibit temporal value integrity. 
The results of our explorations into the completeness of these five languages is summarized 
in the Table in Figure 15. 
8 Summary and Conclusions 
Completeness 1 
Basis for TG- Co mpleteness 
Basis for TU-Completeness 
TU- Complete 
TU-Complete 
not TG-Complete 
not TG-Complete 
not TU-Complete 
Reference 
Section 5 
Section 4 
[Lor871 
[$no871 
[CC87] 
[Gad881 
[Gad881 
In this paper we have explored the question of completeness of languages for historical 
database models. In this exploration we were led to characterize such models as being of one 
of two different types, either temporally grouped or temporally ungrouped. We first 
discussed these notions informally by means of example databases and queries, and showed 
that the two models were not equivalent. The difference between the two models is that in 
temporally grouped models, historical values (like salary histories) are treated as first class 
objects which can be referred to directly in the query language. In the temporally ungrouped 
models, no such direct reference is permitted. We characterized this property of the grouped 
models as temporal value integrity. 
Type 
grouped 
ungrouped 
ungrouped 
ungrouped 
grouped 
grouped 
ungrouped 
We then proceeded to define the two concepts of weak completeness and strong complete- 
ness between two data models with different representation paradigms and different query 
languages. In the case of weak completeness, there is a correspondence mapping from the 
relations of the reference model to the comparison model, and a mapping on the query lan- 
guage which preserves the meaning of a query. The problem with weak equivalence is that 
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different relations in the reference model can be mapped to the same relation in the compari- 
son model, and so information, e.g. grouping, can be lost. In the case of strong completeness, 
the correspondence mapping must be 1-1, and hence there is no loss of information. 
For the ungrouped models we defined three different languages, TL, TC, and TA: a 
temporal logic, a logic with explicit reference to time, and a temporal algebra, and showed 
that under certain assumptions about the model of time employed all three are equivalent 
in power. Any one of the three can serve as the basis for TU-Completeness. An ungrouped 
model is said to  be TU-Complete if it is strongly complete with respect t o  MTU = (TU, TC). 
For the grouped models we defined the calculus Lh, a many-sorted logic with variables 
over ordinary values, historical values, and times. We proposed Lh as the basis for TG- 
Completeness. A grouped model is said to be TG-Complete if it is strongly complete with 
respect to MTG = (TG, Lh). 
We then proceeded to explore more formally the relationship between ungrouped and 
grouped models. We demonstrated a technique for extending the ungrouped model with a 
grouping mechanism, a group identifier. With this mechanism we showed how the ungrouped 
model TU and the language TC could be extended to Tug and TC, in such a way as to 
make the resulting model equivalent in power to TG with Lh. In this way we demonstrated 
that the grouped and ungrouped models differ only with respect to  the grouping capability. 
More precisely, we proved that the model MTU = (TU, TC)  is weakly equivalent, and the 
model MTU, = (Tug, TC,) is strongly equivalent, to the model MTG = (TG, Lh). 
Finally, we examined several historical relational proposals to see whether they were 
TU-Complete or TG-Complete. We looked at four historical models, two grouped and two 
ungrouped, offering five different languages. In the ungrouped models we found both an 
algebra (from T R A )  and a calculus (TQuel from T R D M )  which are TU-Complete, while 
in the grouped models we found, apart from our metric, the complete calculus Lh, two 
languages which are not TG-Complete: an algebra (from H R D M )  and a calculus (from 
T D M G ) ,  as well as an algebra (from TDNIG) (which operates on ungrouped versions of 
grouped relations) which is not TU-Complete. We believe that this classification scheme, and 
our examination of the completeness of several historical models, should help to explicate 
the differences and the commonalities between the various models proposed in the literature. 
As with the relational model, a baseline notion of completeness of query languages, while 
imperfect (e.g. relationally complete languages do not allow for transitive closure queries or 
support aggregates), nonetheless provides a minimum and reasonable metric with which to 
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compare a variety of different languages. 
One point bears emphasizing. It has on occasion been said that the issue of adding time 
to relational databases is an uninteresting one, since the user can always just add whatever 
extra attributes are desired (e.g., Star t -Time and End-Time) and then use standard SQL 
(or relational algebra) as the query language. In our discussion of the completeness of the 
ungrouped temporal languages we, to some extent, relied on the underlying point of this 
argument. For example, this point underlay our argument that T R A  (which is equivalent 
to  standard relational algebra) is TU-Complete. Two points need to be made in reply to 
this comment. First, there is a difference between the formal notion of completeness and 
the informal, but no less important, notion of ease of use. Even though the programming 
language C i s  formally equivalent to a Turing Machine, it is a lot more convenient to use C 
if you are writing an operating system because of its built-in high level features. The built-in 
temporal features of the historical and temporal data models make them easier to use for 
managing temporal data; without these features a greater burden is placed upon the user. 
Secondly, this paper has shown that the grouped models and languages are more expressive 
than their corresponding ungrouped models, unless these models add a surrogate grouping 
mechanism. This grouping mechanism, itself, is a higher-level construct that is implicit in 
the grouped systems (and this, we argue, makes them more convenient), but needs to be 
made explicit in the ungrouped systems for them to be equivalent in expressive power. 
There are a few interesting areas for future research that this work has clarified. The first 
question relates to our grouping axioms (in Section 6). It might seem that they are rather 
strong, perhaps stronger than necessary for simulating temporal grouping in a temporally 
ungrouped model like TU. Clearly, in order to have an isomorphism between two such models, 
the 0 structural mapping and the I' mapping on queries must work hand in hand. It is an 
area for additional research whether our QGv could be simplified, most likely at the expense 
of complicating the mapping on queries. 
Another area of interest arises when it is noted that we did not find here, nor are we 
aware of, any complete algebra for grouped historical data models. Such an algebra is clearly 
needed. Another area in which there continues to be interest is in the support of evolving 
schemas. Our decision not to treat this interesting area here was based largely on the fact 
that hardly any of the models in the literature incorporate this feature, and we wanted to  
choose the common denominator of all the models in order to make our comparisons fairly. 
The model in [CC87] addressed this issue, and other work (e.g. [BKKK87, MSSO]) continues 
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to be done in this area. 
Finally, we would like to address the question of completeness for temporal as opposed 
to historical relational models (in the terminology of [SA85]). We believe that our results on 
grouped and ungrouped historical relational completeness can be extended in a straightfor- 
ward way to temporal data models and languages. Thesextension would involve the addition 
of another sort (for transaction times). In ungrouped temporal models, relations would be 
extended with an additional column to stamp every tuple with its transaction time, and 
the language would have constants, as well as variables, and quantification for this sort. In 
grouped temporal models, values would be extended to be doubly indexed; they would most 
likely be better modeled as functions from a transaction time into functions from a data time 
to a scalar value, but the order of the two temporal indices could be reversed. Preliminary 
work that we have done on Indexical Databases [Cli92] holds promise for a unified treatment, 
not only of these two temporal dimensions, but of spatial, or other, dimensions as well. 
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